Cables • Chains • Padlocks

Chain & Padlock

Chain is triple heat-treated Boron Manganese
steel with a unique trapezoidal shaped link
that resists attacks from bolt cutters, saws,
hammers and chisels. 5’ 6” chain.
Mfg # KV810209

EZ # 077106

Heavy Duty Locking Cable

Braided steel vinyl coated cable for serious,
but flexible security. Integrated 7-pin pick
and drill resistant tubular locking mechanism.
5
⁄8” diameter and 6’ length.
Mfg # KV820703

EZ # 077107

Key Cable

Flexible vinyl coated steel cable with a tough
integrated key lock. Weather resistant cylinder.
Two coded keys. 5’ x 1/2” diameter cable.
Mfg # KV830139

EZ # 076971

Braided steel vinyl coated cable in 3⁄8” diameter with extra long
oversized swages. Double loop design allows cinching for
more usable length and more flexible use
with virtually any padlock.
KV830504
KV830412

Size

30’ x ⁄8” dia.
15’ x 3⁄8” dia.
3

EZ #

077108
076974

Resettable Combination Cable

Flexible 3⁄8” diameter, 5’ vinyl coated steel
cable with a tough integrated 4-digit
resettable combination lock. Combination
can be set and reset quickly & easily.
Mfg # KV830207

EZ # 076972

Extra Large Padlock

Extra large case hardened steel shackle. 7-pin
pick and drill resistant tubular cylinder. Inner
dimensions of shackle are 11” x 4”. 1⁄2”
shackle diameter.
Mfg # KV830603

EZ # 077103

PL Series Padlock

Design for high risk locations. Solid brass body
and hardened solid steel shackle. Includes a
rekeyable Schlage 6-pin cylinder.
Mfg # SCPL1001

An extra-tough theft resistant locking point, for use indoors and
out, providing protection from ride-away, roll-away and liftaway theft. 5⁄8” hardened carbon alloy steel shackle lays flat
when not in use. Weatherproof, impact resistant body.
Reinforced steel anchor bars which can be
buried up to 10” depth. Recommended for
both commercial and residential installation.
Mfg # KV330202

EZ # 077105

Heavy Duty Solid Steel Padlock

Hardened solid steel with Molybdenum steel shackle for greater
resistance to sawing, cutting and prying attacks Double
deadbolt locking mechanism. Quick change shackle
design. 6-pin brass cylinder is rekeyable and
changeable. Accepts Lori, Medeco, Schlage and
American Lock cylinder. Keyed alike. 6 per box.
2 1⁄2” / 63.5mm body, 2” / 50mm shackle length,
7
⁄16” / 11mm shackle diameter

Mfg # KV851226

EZ # 076979

Covered Laminated Steel Padlock

Flexible Steel Cable

Mfg #

In Ground Security Anchor

EZ # 012628

CABLES / CHAINS / PADLOCKS

Case hardened steel shackle. Double deadbolt
locking. Plated, laminated steel body, covered
cylinder for increased weather protection.

1 1⁄2” / 70mm body, shackle: 1 1⁄8” clear, 1⁄4” dia.

Mfg # KV850410

EZ # 077102

Solid Steel Shrouded Padlock

Shrouded Molybdenum steel shackle for maximum resistance
to sawing, cutting and prying attacks. Double deadbolt locking
mechanism. Quick change shackle design. 6-pin brass cylinder
is rekeyable and changeable. Accepts Lori,
Medeco, Schlage and American Lock cylinder.
Keyed alike. 6 per box.
2” / 50mm body, 1 1⁄8” / 27.8mm shackle length,
3
⁄8” / 9mm shackle diameter

Mfg # KV851189

EZ # 077104

Display Kits

Floor Stand: 330202 (1), 810209 (1),
820703 (2), 830504 (2), 851226 (2),
830207 (2), 830139 (2), 850410 (2)
Mfg # KV410164

EZ # 077057

Mfg # KV410171

EZ # 077058

Counter Top: 830412 (2), 830603 (2),
830139 (2), 830207 (2), 851226 (2),
851189 (2)
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